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Abstract— Nowadays caching accepted comfortable in 

recollections dispersed across the association is a 

performance to reduce peak network loads perfect. Usually, 

the main performance increase of this caching was thought to 

result from construction part of the requested data available 

closer to end user. Instead, the caches can be used to obtain 

much more important gain to create coded-multicasting 

opportunities, even for users with different demands, through 

coding across data streams. It created by a central 

coordinating server. In this paper, we propose an effective 

caching scheme, in which the content placement is performed 

in a decentralized manner; no coordination is required for the 

content placement. Even though the proposed scheme is 

nevertheless able to make coded-multicasting opportunities 

and achieves a rate close to optimal centralized scheme.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The incredible advances in wired communication 

technologies and communication hand held devices bring 

new types of management risk on a daily basis. Mobility, 

work flexibility, device diversity and improved team work 

transversely overall enterprise have changed the risk outline 

and dispute existing distributor computing architecture. The 

problem is to let people have the flexibility they required for 

the best production while ensuring the security and 

fulfillment required by the organization. To function at high 

performance and compete within the global market, 

Organizations allow their users to access resources 

irrespective of their geographical locations and accessing 

method more than ever before but the resulting growth of 

work places, types of users and accessing ways have driven 

security policies to the breaking point. Data and resources are 

the main assets for any association and the user. Therefore, 

data production is becoming necessary for every participating 

entity. This will be accomplished only through authentication 

as this is the key step for safe guarding information and 

defying thread. 

One advance to achieve this is to develop idle 

network resources to replica some of the content in memories 

distributed across the network. This replication of content is 

called content assignment. The replica content can then be 

used during peak hours to reduce network congestion. From 

the above description, it is apparent that the network operates 

in two different phases: a content assignment phase and 

content release phase. In the assignment phase, the network 

is not congested, and the system is constrained mainly by the 

size of cache memory. In the release phase, the network is 

congested and the system is constrained mainly by the rate 

required to service the content request by the user. The goal 

is does to design the assignment phase such that the rating in 

the release phase is minimized. 

There are two fundamentally different approaches; 

based on two separate understanding of the role of caching 

for how the assignment and the release phases are performed. 

A. Content providing process 

In the first, usual, caching approach, replication is used to 

create part of requested content available close to end user. If 

a user finds a part of request file in a close by cache memory, 

that part can be served locally. 

B. Concurrent coded multicasting opportunity: 

In this approach, the content is placed in order to allow the 

middle server to satisfy the request of several servers with 

different demands with a single multicast stream. The 

multicast streams are generated by coding across the different 

files requested by user. Each user exploits the content stored 

in local cache memory. Since the content assignment is 

performed before actual user demands. The concurrent coded 

multicast approach is valuable every time the aggregate 

global cache size is large enough compared to the total 

amount of famous content, even though there is no 

cooperation among caches. 

II. PROBLEM SETTING 

To increase intuition into how to optimally work content 

sharing systems, we introduce here a basic model for such 

systems capturing the basic challenges, tensions, and 

flexibility in the caching problem. For the sake of clarity, we 

primarily study the problem under some simplifying 

assumptions, which will be relaxed later. 

 
Fig. 1: consider the caching system .A server consider N 

files of size f bits each is connected through a shared link to 

Kusers each users with a cache of size MF bits. In the figure 

K=3 and M=1. 

We consider a content-distribution system 

consisting of a server connected through an error-free1 shared 

(bottleneck) link to Kusers. The server stores N files each of 

size F bits. The users each have access to a cache able to store 
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MF bits for MЄ [0, N]. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 

2.The system operates in two phases: a assignment phase and 

a release phase. The assignment phase occurs when the 

network load is low. 

During this time, the shared link can be utilized to 

fill the caches of the users. The main constraint in this phase 

is the size of the cache memory at each user. The release 

phase occurs after the assignment phase when the network 

load is high. At this time, each user requests one file from the 

server, which proceeds to transmit its response over the 

shared link. Given the output of the shared link (observed by 

all users) and its cache content, each user should be able to 

recover its requested file. The main constraint in this phase is 

the load of the shared link. The objective is to minimize the 

worst-case (over all possible requests) load of the shared link 

in the delivery phase. 

We now formalize this problem description. In the 

assignment phase, each user is able to fill its cache as an 

arbitrary function (linear, nonlinear) of the N files subject 

only to its memory constraint of MF bits with M Є [0, N]. We 

emphasize that the requests of the users are not known during 

the assignment phase, and hence the caching function is not 

allowed to depend on them. 

In the delivery phase, each of the K users requests 

one of the N files and communicates this request to the server. 

Let  dkЄ{1, … . , k}be the request of user k Є {1,….,K}. The 

server replies to these requests by sending a message over the 

shared link, which is observed by all the K users. Let 

R(d1,…dk)F  be the number of bits in the message sent by the 

server. We impose that each user is able to recover its 

requested file from the content of its cache and the message 

received over the shared link with probability arbitrarily close 

to one for large enough file size F. Denote by 

R ≜ ∑ R(d1,……dk)

max

d1,…..,dk

 

The worst-case normalized rate for a caching scheme. 

Our objective is to minimize the rate R in order to 

minimize the worst-case network load RF during the release 

phase. Clearly, R is a function of the cache size. In order to 

emphasize this dependence, we will usually write the rate as 

R (M) .The function R (M) expresses the memory-rate 

tradeoff of the content-distribution system. 

The following example illustrates the definitions 

and notations and introduces the uncoded caching approach 

advocated in most of the prior literature. This uncoded 

caching scheme will be used as a benchmark throughout the 

paper. 

Example 1 (Uncoded Caching): Consider the 

caching problem with N=2files and K=2users each with a 

cache of size M=1. In the uncoded caching scheme, each of 

the two files A and B are split into two parts of equal size 

namely,A = (A1, A2) and B = (B1, B2). In the assignment 

phase, both users cache (A1, B1), i.e., the first part of each 

file. Since each of these parts has size, this satisfies the 

memory constraint of bits. Consider now the delivery phase 

of the system. Assume that each user requests the same file, 

i.e.,. The server responds by sending the file part of size bits. 

Clearly, from their cache content and the message received 

over the shared link, each user can recover the requested file. 

The (normalized) rate in the delivery phase is. Assume 

instead that user one requests file and user two requests file, 

i.e., and the server needs to transmit of sizebits. 

III. DECENTRALIZED CODED CACHING ALGORITHMS 

We now provide a new algorithm (referred to as decentralized 

coded caching in the following) for the caching problem. In 

the statement of the algorithm, we use the notationWi,j to 

denote the bits of the file dk requested by user K cached 

exclusively at users in S. In other words, a bit of file dk is 

inWi,j if it is present in the cache of every user in S and if it is 

absent from the cache of every user outside S. We also use 

the notation 
[K] ≜ {1,2, … . . , K}And[N] ≜ {1,2, … … , K} 

The propose algorithm   consist of a assignment 

procedure and two release procedures. In assignment phase, 

forever use the same assignment procedure. In release phase, 

the server chooses the release procedure minimizing the 

result rate over the shared link. 

Remark 1: The operation Algorithm 1 represents the 

bit-wise XOR operation. All elementsWi,j/{k}  are assumed to 

be zero-padded to the length of the longest element. We 

illustrate the Algorithm 1 with a small example. 

Example 2 (Decentralized Coded Caching): 

Consider the caching problem with N=2 files A and B, and 

K=2 users each with a cache of size MЄ[0,2]. In the 

assignment phase of Algorithm 1, each user caches a subset 

MF/2 of bits of each file independently at random, satisfying 

the memory constraint. As a result, each bit of a file is cached 

by a specific user with probability M/2. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The Functional Specification was verified that the product 

requirements are being met and to help plan resource 

requirements. Therefore, it includes visual aspects, 

behavioral characteristics, and other UI matters.  The 

Functional Specification also contains details about all menu 

items, keyboard shortcuts, and/or command buttons that are 

used to implement the desired functionality, as well as 

gestures and combinations of gestures that perform simple 

and complex operations. 

It also contains illustrations of any windows 

produced (including dialog boxes) and the wording of 

prompts and other messages that users may see. Functional 

Specifications also include design philosophies and rationales 

when appropriate.  For example, if there are compelling 

reasons why a certain approach was taken (or not taken), that 

information could prove very useful when changes or 

enhancements are suggested in the future. 
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A. Algorithm 

1: Procedure ASSIGNEMNT 

2: for kЄ[K], nЄ[N]do 

3: user k independently caches a subset of 
MF

N
 bits of file n, 

choosen uniformly at random 

4: end for 

5: end procedure 

6: procedure RELEASE (d1, . . , dk) 

7: for s=K,K-1,….,1do 

8: forS ⊂ [K]: |S| = sdo 

9: server sends ⨁kЄSVk,s\{k} 

10: end for 

12: end procedure 

13: procedure RELEASE1 (d1, … . . , dk) 

14: forn Є [N] do 

15: server sends enough random linear combination of bits in 

file n for all users requesting it to    decode 

16: end for 

17: end procedure 

V. PROPOSED DESCRIPTION 

The main aim of proposed system is providing for double 

security. They are four types of implementation. 

Authentication, IP address representation, load server and 

load balancing. 

A. Authentication 

In this module we have done authentication of both user that 

is existing user as well as new user. The new user can sign up 

with some details. And existing user can enter into the system 

with their log in id. 

B. IP Address Representation 

The IP address are generated and provided to the user. With 

that IP address they can enter into the module and download 

their file. 

C. Load Server 

The administrator only can enter into this module. The 

administrator will do the encryption of the text file and store 

into the servers which we are assigned in IP representation 

module. This module will make the both public and private 

key for the cryptography. Only administrator can upload 

necessary files for user downloading. 

D. Load Balancing 

The users can enter into this module and can view the file 

name which the administrator stored into the servers. The 

user can select the file from the list and can download from 

the server which is in idle state. We will get the response time 

and from which server we are getting the file. Finally we can 

get the decrypted file from the key pair. 

Design is concerned with identifying software 

components specifying relationships among components. 

Specifying software structure and providing blue print for the 

document phase. Modularity is one of the desirable properties 

of large systems. It implies that the system is divided into 

several parts. In such a manner, the interaction between parts 

is minimal clearly specified. 

Design will explain software components in detail. 

This will help the implementation of the system. Moreover, 

this will guide the further changes in the system to satisfy the 

future requirements 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We investigate the performance implications of the SSL 

protocol for providing a secure service in a cluster-based 

application server and proposed a back-end forwarding 

scheme for improving server performance through a better 

load balance. The proposed ssl_with_bf scheme exploits the 

underlying user-level communication in order to minimize 

the intra cluster communication overhead. 

We compared three application server models, RR, 

ssl_with_session, and ssl_with_bf, through simulation. The 

simulation model captures the VIA communication 

characteristics. 

All of these results indicate that the proposed back-

end forwarding scheme is a viable mechanism for improving 

the performance of secure cluster-based network servers. 
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